TALIA TABLE

DESCRIPTION
A minimal and personal sized LED task light companion that offers 360° plus light adjustment along with convenient wireless charging + USB port to pair perfectly with mobile devices.

FIXTURE TYPE
Table

LIGHT SOURCE
Flat Panel LED

LIGHT CONTROL
Full range dim control (100% - 10%) optical switch

FEATURES
360° post rotation
Wireless charging w/ indicator light
USB charging port
ADA compliant
Flat Panel LED
6-hour power saving auto-off timer

PRODUCT CODES
Talia Table (White) TALITBLWHT
Talia Table (Black) TALITBLBLK
Talia Table (Grey) TALITBLGRY
Talia Table (White/Silver Post) TALITBLWHT/SLV
Talia Table (Black/Brass Post) TALITBLBLK/BRA
Talia Table (Grey/Silver Post) TALITBLGRY/SLV

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 120 - 240V 50-60Hz
Power consumption: 6.8W MAX
Color temperature: 3000K
Luminosity: 350 Lumens
Luminaire efficacy: 51 Lumens/Watt
Color Rendition Index: 90 CRI
Cable length: 6' (183cm)
Power supply: 24W
1 year warranty

CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
TALIA TABLE: 3.2LBS 18” X 8.1” X 2.2”
1.5KG 45.9cm X 20.5cm X 5.6cm

FINISHES

DIMENSIONS

Pablo
TALIA FLOOR

DESCRIPTION
A minimal and personal sized LED floor light companion that offers 360° plus light adjustment. A perfect accessory to suit any lifestyle.

FIXTURE TYPE
Floor

LIGHT SOURCE
Flat Panel LED

LIGHT CONTROL
Full range dim control (100% - 10%) optical switch

FEATURES
360° post rotation
ADA compliant
Flat Panel LED
6-hour power saving auto-off timer

PRODUCT CODES
- Talia Floor (White) TALI FLR WHT
- Talia Floor (Black) TALI FLR BLK
- Talia Floor (Grey) TALI FLR GRY
- Talia Floor (White/Silver Post) TALI FLR WHT/SLV
- Talia Floor (Black/Brass Post) TALI FLR BLK/BRA
- Talia Floor (Grey/Silver Post) TALI FLR GRY/SLV

SPECIFICATIONS
- Voltage: 120 - 240V 50-60Hz
- Power consumption: 6.8W MAX
- Color temperature: 3000K
- Luminosity: 350 Lumens
- Luminaire efficacy: 51 Lumens/Watt
- Color Rendition Index: 90 CRI
- Cable length: 6' (183cm)
- Power supply: 24W
- 1 year warranty

CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
- TALIA FLOOR: 7.5LBS 33.2” X 11.9” X 2.1”
- 3.5KG 84.2cm X 30.2cm X 5.3cm

FINISHES

DIMENSIONS

TALIA FLOOR

79” (20cm)

45° (114.3cm)

43.3” (110cm)

79” (20cm)